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Dear NVPians,
Greetings to you all!
Welcome to the March Issue of NVP Newsletter!
It has been more than a year since NVP's inception and all this time we have realized one thing that is, when we are
determined to work for a cause and build support for it, despite of tricky situations and hurdles, there is always a way
out to support community institutions and eventually things fall in place.
Education and Community Development is of paramount importance for building a prosperous nation and a just
society. At NVP great signiﬁcance is designated to such causes and we value Volunteers who contribute in helping our
Institutions.
Enjoy your read as you will discover down the pages that how NVP Volunteers are providing their services in community
development and our featured story about Journey of a Volunteer towards his employment.
Warmest Regards,
Arslan Ahmed Editor.

NVP volunteers
Successfully complete

6,500+
volunteer hours

1,300+

Registered volunteers

35+

Registered Beneficiary Institutions

10,000+

Facebook Page Subscriptions

NVP has been established with the support of our Founding Partner,
The Coca-Cola Export Corporation, Pakistan Branch

19th Volunteer Orientation and
12th Volunteer Appreciation Session
19th Volunteer Orientation Session and 12th Volunteer Appreciation Session took place on 13th January 2018. These
sessions give us the much needed insight on how these kind and dedicated individuals feel once they are on the ﬁeld helping
the needy, and also help us assess the inspiration and enthusiasm that newly registered volunteers bring with them.
The appreciation session was honored by Nida Shehzad, Lead Digital & Innovation of Sehat Kahani.

WHAT THEY SAY

Ali Akber
Trust for Development Studies and Practices
(TDSP) and Street to School
Position : Website Development Associate

It was really a great experience volunteering
at two diﬀerent Institutions especially at
TDSP. It was something diﬀerent; I got to
know how communities live in those areas,
their study framework and all in all it was an
enjoyable experience.
I was responsible for website development at
both Institutions, Street to School and TDSP,
it was hard to manage it with studies but I
was dedicated and the plus point is that the
website development work could be done
from home as well.

Muhammad
Kamran

Abdul Wahid

Karachi United Football Foundation
Position : Graphic Designer

TCF Rahbar Program
Position : Mentor

I worked with Karachi United Football
Foundation as a Graphic designer, I helped
them in their branding, made some designs
for them and provided assistance in few of
the technical tasks. I am an oﬃce going
person, however, I used to visit the KUFF for
important discussions and worked from
home as well.

I volunteered as a Mentor for TCF’s Rahbar
Program. This program entails a lot of
learning even for the Mentor himself. We
engage with students of 9th and 10th grade
for the purpose of their counseling which I
think is really necessary for Students these
days. You are there to counsel students but
sometimes it so happens that you end up
counseling your own self.

NVP Volunteers engaged in

Community
Development
Activities

It makes us immensely happy to witness that Robin Hood Army is an Institution where gender, age, exposure
and experiences are diﬀerent but the vision remains same for all Volunteers.
“The batch of National Volunteer Programme is Super.
Handling a big distribution is not easy and you guys are
amazing at that”

Sameer Beg

Leading Robin Hood Army in Pakistan

NVP Volunteer Abdul Bari in food
distribution, going door to door

We are
proud of
you!

Malik Usama is handling logistics and supplies during the
weekly food drive of RHA

Volunteers participating in 2nd

Momentum Tech Conference
held at Expo Center on 19th and 20th February

Our partner Institution Sehat Kahani booked a stall in 2nd Momentum Tech Conference.
NVP Volunteers, Arnold, Ahsan Ali and Muhammad Ali represented Sehat Kahani in the
conference.
Momentum is a global start up community designed to educate, inspire and connect
Pakistani entrepreneurs who work on innovative and disruptive technologies to create the
knowledge economy to drive Pakistan's growth over the coming decade.
During the course of the conference tech start-ups and entrepreneurs interacted with
representatives from across the world including Facebook, Amazon Web Service, Apigee,
Microsoft, Zapya among many more.

Making your way to Employment through

Volunteering

Mohammad Imran approached NVP when we
announced our Summer Social Internship Program,
2017. He expressed that he is looking for exposure,
to learn more, and is in search for a decent place
to work.
The NVP Team scrutinized his proﬁle and did the
initial screening. Imran had done his Post Graduate
Diploma from National Institute of Labor Administration Training in Human Resources. Despite of
having a work experience for more than 2 years,
the scarcity of opportunities kept Imran at shore
but he didn’t give up and continued his search and
that is where the platform of NVP came in.
We matched his interest, knowledge, skills and
abilities to the requirements of the Beneﬁciary
Institutions we had on board.

The perfect match was made and Imran was
assigned to The Hunar Foundation to commence
his social Internship term. He completed 3 month
cycle as a Volunteer and then on the discretion of
Institution, he was oﬀered a paid Internship for
another 3 months.
Meanwhile, NVP kept monitoring Imran’s work. He
performed consistently and resultantly The Hunar
Foundation has now oﬀered him a permanent Job
in the function, Imran has accepted the oﬀer and
proclaims that the position meets his expectations
and his performance is up to the Organization’s
expectations.

What started oﬀ as a contribution to a social
cause led into an employment opportunity
for the deserving candidate.

“Starting my journey as a Volunteer, currently I am pursuing my career in the field of HR, handling
multiple tasks together including admission, placement and student relationship. I think being
chosen for Hunar Foundation was a best chance I got through NVP.”
Mohammad Imran
Accounts and Admission Officer - THF

This newsletter is brought to you by NVP. For suggestions, queries and comments
please write to us at info@nvp.com.pk

